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In this month's magazine, we are fortunate to take a

tour of the first layout built by Ron and Veronika
Thirkill. Veronpilly has been constructed over three
years and is a credit to its creator. Layouts such as
Veronpilly show what can be achieved in a short
timeframe. Being able to witness the layout first hand
was a delight as there are so many cameo scenes to
capture the attention. My favourite part? That is a
difficult question as there were so many. Ron's
attention to detail is evident in so many areas of the
layout and helps build a story.

Clyde Humphries takes us through the
construction of his latest layout, which is animated
using Magnorail. Crater Lakes is a busy scene with so
much movement; it is hard to keep up with it all. Clyde
also has the construction of Crater Lakes on his
Youtube channel.

Trevor's Workshop gives us some ideas on
creating a backdrop that won't cost an arm and a leg.
We will have more of Trevor's Workshop in future
issues.

We are currently producing a January 2021 issue
that will help us run the magazine within a full
calendar year rather than the December issue running
over into the next year. So the issues will be Jan/Feb
Mar/Apr May/June July/Aug Sept/Oct Nov/Dec

So what of the future? We hope that with your
support, the magazine can continue to be available as a
free download and will continue to promote this
wonderful hobby to a broader audience.

On behalf of the magazine, the authors, our
financial supporters, and all those who have
downloaded the magazine, Trevor, Vivien, Bill, and I
wish you all a safe and happy Christmas and our very
best wishes for a HOBBY NEWYEAR.
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From the editor



This publication nor the editor accept any responsibility for the accuracy or reliability of articles or advertising contained within these pages. We do not
necessarily subscribe to the views or opinions expressed or implied by contributors or advertisers. The publication does not guarantee either expressed or
implied to the good conduct or practices of those who advertise in this publication.We reserve the right at all times to refuse acceptance of material that is
considered to be unsatifactory for publication.
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*CYCLISTS AVAILABLE ONLY IN HO SCALE

CHECK OUT OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL AT KLATCHCO56

ONLINE SALES THROUGH

WWW.MAGNORAILOZ.COM.AU
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Ron andVeronikaThirkill take
us on a Model Railway Journey
whereQueensland and New
SouthWales Railways meet.

My interest in trains began in about November
1968 when my brother Ted took me on my very first
Australian Railway Historical Society (ARHS) trip.
The loco was Queensland Railways Beyer Garratt
No 1096, Brisbane to Gympie & return. I was 12
years old. Over the next few years I went on quite a
lot of ARHS trips as well as the last regular steam
train to Yarraman hauled by C17 917 on 28
November 1969.
Throughout high school, I made friends with three
other kids with similar interest and we would spend
our lunch breaks talking about C17s, BB18 1/4s and
pretty much anything to do with Queensland
Railways.
The early involvement in model trains came about
when Ted joined a model railway club and I would
tag along to the meetings. We also lived close to the
Ramsay family and remember looking at Mr
Ramsey's layout and being amazed by what he and
his son Row had created. It was a real memory
jogger when I saw Row Ramsay's layout featured in
Rail Modeller Australia magazine Volume 1 No 2.
After leaving school I joined Queensland Railways
as a Lad Porter at Indooroopilly in January 1972,
setting off on what I thought at the time was a
lifelong career as a railwayman. That lifelong career
in the railways finished when, at age 18 I decided to
leave the railways to pursue a career in Road
Transport. For the following 40 years I took
absolutely no notice of anything railway until

suddenly, and for no apparent reason in 2013, I
started to develop an interest again.
The idea to build a model railway layout was a spur
of the moment decision. The room was no longer
being used as we had wound down part of our
business. I was out to dinner with Veronika one
night in November 2017 when I suddenly
announced that I was going to take everything out of
the room, store it in a container down the back
paddock and build a model railway layout. The look
that Veronika gave me was priceless. I was 61 years
old, had never built a model railway layout and
wanted to have a bit of a go at putting one together.
I am fortunate that my good friend Richard
Brunswick was heavily into building layouts and I
rang him and told him what I was going to do. I am
particularly grateful for his advice and help that
gave me a good head start.
We measured up the room and decided that we
could fit a layout that was 4.3mts x 1.8mts, leaving a
narrow area all around the layout for access. With a
very rough idea in my head of what I wanted,
Veronika and I went to the local hardware shop to
buy timber and sheets of ply. Seeing the prices
Veronika strongly suggested that instead of buying
from the hardware, instead, we should go to a
recycle centre and get what we needed there. We
ended up getting enough sheets of ply and scrap
lengths of timber to start building the layout, all for
$8.00.
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Inspired by 40 years in
the heavy vehicle
transport industry, the
Golden FleeceGarage is a
welcome stopover for
tired truckies
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Developing the design and ideas for
the layout

My initial thought was to base the layout around the
era of my interest and involvement with Queensland
Railways as a young employee. New South Wales
Railways also had a locomotive depot at
Yeerongpilly and the 50 class steam locos were
regularly stabled there. I do like the 50 class and
decided to incorporate both NSW and QLD in the
one layout, thereby getting the best of both worlds.
The NSW part of the layout is standard HO and the
QLD trackwork is 12mm gauge or HOn 3.5.
There is a lot of myself in the layout and I can be
seen as the young Lad Porter collecting the tickets at
the station, playing cricket as a keen young bloke in
my 50s desperately trying to get a big six. My first
car is there, an FB Holden as well as a Peterbilt

truck that I was driving back in the 1990s. The
ANZAC memorial is a tribute to my family
members who served our country in times of
conflict. These personal touches that captured a part
of my life have been hugely motivating and no
doubt are part of the reason that the layout has come
together in just three years.
Throughout the 30 or so years I have been with my
lovely wife Veronika, she has been particularly
supportive with most things that I have wanted to
do, whether it be scuba diving, playing club cricket,
fishing, buying classic cars or building a model
railway layout. Because I have created a fictional
break of gauge location where both Queensland &
New South Wales trains are, and because Veronika
is such a good sport, I called the layout, or at least
one of the stations on the layout, Veronpilly.

The early stage of the Veronpilly station area under construction. Ballasting and some ground scenery has been placed.
There was so much more to complete at this stage but I enjoyed the journey.



Developing the Park Street precinct. These two photos show the how the transformation begins once the scenery elements
are gradually built up.
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An overall view of the layout with Park Street to the left and Veronpilly station on the right. The cricket field can be seen at
the top of picture where a weekend match is in progress.

The design was to be a single line branch with a
station, crossing loop and a couple of sidings. When
I decided to model both Queensland and New South
Wales railway systems I included the same concept
for both. I didn’t want anything to elaborate, just
somewhere to run the trains.
My concept was to keep things simple having only a
station building, a station master’s house and a
shunter’s hut. That was going to be it. Then I
decided my layout wouldn’t be complete without a
cream shed, a signal cabin, a pub, a general store, of
course we needed a Golden Fleece truck stop, a
church, a cricket ground and then another station.
Hmmm perhaps I have got a bit carried away. I
guess that is how the hobby grabs you.
The majority of the buildings are kits by Stuart
Walker “Model Train Buildings”. I find that Stuart
has buildings that match the theme I was attempting
to create. I have a couple of lamp rooms from

Queensland Railway Miniatures, a couple of waiting
rooms and a small station from Micro Buildings as
well as a kit from Queensland Scale Models. There
are a few Uneek kits and bits & pieces as well. I
had a go at scratch-building the awning on the
Veronpilly Interstate platform out of a piece of
dowel, some coffee stirrers and a sheet of cardboard,
the grandstand at the cricket ground and the
platform for the signalman to stand on to hold up the
staff to the train driver and these proved to be quite
enjoyable pursuits.
Combining ideas and advice from Richard and
looking at Youtube to get ideas of how to create the
items I wanted to add to the layout, things
progressed quickly. I am happy that I have been able
to creat a small Australian country town that is
serviced by rail and captures so many of those
memories and things that have been a part of my
life.



Above: QR 1747 with a rake of early QR timber coaches slowly passes Park Street to pick up the staff from the signalman
for the next part of the journey. The staff is made from twisted wire, suitably painted and then glued to the figure.
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Above: NSWGR 5271 hauling a rake of loaded 4 wheel coal hoppers passes the small servicing shed where AD6018 takes a
break from the days work and replinishes the water tanks. The cricket match in the backgroundis under way with the local
team doing quite well.

The locomotives and rolling stock.
All of the locomotives and rolling stock are ready to
run and have been purchased from a number of
manufacturers. It goes without saying that due to my
love of the NSWR 50 class it was important to
include at least two examples on the layout. The
Eureka Models 50 class was an early purchase along
with the AD60 Beyer Garratt. I have a number of
other NSW locomotives including an Ixion 32 class,
and a Trainorama 44 class.
The bulk of the rolling stock is made up of products
from SDS, Eureka and Austrains.

Queensland Railways are well represented with
1460 Dynamic brake and the 1720 class diesel
locomotives from Black Diamond. Wuiske models
2400 class and 1720 class locomotives form part of
the fleet along with a Southern Rail 1550 class. I do
prefer the early QR blue livery so the locomotives I
have are representative of this era.
Rolling stock is also ready to run with a set of SX
suburban carriages from Black Diamond, an Evans
set of wooden carriages and wagons from Caintoad
Flats, Wuiske Models and Southern Rail. The
variety of models is a perfect for this layout.



Generally, trains are running here on days that end
with Y, or whenever the grandkids come around or
for any other reason that I can think of. My brother
Ted has, for the past 30 or so years has been doing a
1960s Rock and Roll program on the radio and I
enjoy those running days while enjoying a quite ale
and listening to Ted playing good old Rock & Roll
watching the trains go by, a most relaxing pastime.
There are things on the layout that aren’t quire right
and if I were to do another one, I would most likely
do some things differently. Still, it’s my first attempt
at building a layout and if something is out of scale
or not entirely correct, I’m not going to lose any
sleep over it.
I guess the idea, at least for me is to create a layout
that I am happy with and that I can enjoy, something
I feel that I have achieved.
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Richard suggested I run the layout using DCC and I
am so glad I took his advice. The purchase of the
NCE Power Cab was a good choice and it is
reasonably user friendly. I have had no problems
with the system and I am running a second
auxiliary controller that Richard gave me. I run the
NSW portion of the layout on the Power Cab and
QR on the auxiliary. I am still learning about DCC
but loving it and the added benefit of sound and
lighting features that the system allows.
In the story on Row Ramsay’s layout Ramsden,
Row mentions how his dad used fishing line and

curtain rings to change points. Row’s dad showed
me that when I was about 13 years old and I never
forgot it. Fast forward about 45 years and I have
used Mr Ramsay's method to control my points, it
works for me. Thanks for that Mr Ramsay.
A friend gave me a box of goodies that he collected
when he was going to build a layout but never got
around to it. Amongst the items were some lights
that I initially used on the platform but eventually
put in the park. I made some lights for the station
that I was attempting to resemble the lights that
were on QR stations when I was a young Lad Porter.

Using DCC was a good choice for running the layout

Running Trains

The typical country rail crossing made using coffee stirrers.
Recycling materials has been a great way to add detail to the
layout at little cost.

The country bus service even runs on a Sunday helping
travellers get to the station to catch the train. The washing
line in the garden is a rare item these days.
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There is a lot of my life experiences
in the layout

Above: My first job as Lad Porter at the station collecting tickets. How lucky I was to be able to park my beloved FB Holden
near the gate.

Above: Veronika and I leaning on the fence as we wait for the train to take us into the city for some shopping.
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Above: The local Milk Bar which is only a short walk from the railway station was a great place to buy a milk shake and
hamburger for lunch. There is no doubt that they did very well thanks to the railway staff and the truck drivers who frequented
the Golden Fleece garage.

Above: The ANZAC memorial is a kit and represents the monuments that are found all over the country. In memory of all those
who have served: Lest we forget.



IT’S ALL IN THE DETAIL
One of the best experiences in creating this layout
was adding details that for me, build a story about
things that have been part of my life. One of the
details that seems to capture everyone’s attention is
the cricket match where yours truly is about to put
willow to leather and bring home a six for the team.

I don’t consider myself to be a master model maker
but I enjoy what I do and having been a keen
cricketer you see the details that perhaps others may
not pick up on. The cricket ground is typical of a
number of those found in country towns and
includes a small pavilion for the players where you
will see my FB holden and the other players cars
parked there. There is a shed for the score board
attendants and the stand for the crowd. No cricket

ground would be complete without the practice nets
and the all important sight board.

The run up marks in the green that the bowlers tend
to follow are represented and add to the overall
detail of the scene. You can see that moment in time
as the ball travelling at an alarming speed is about
to be dispatched with the swing of my trusty blade.
So did I get that six? I will leave that for you to
decide.

Your editor called some of the details on the layout,
cameo scenes which I suppose is a reasonable
description. In reality it’s all in the detail and most
of these are like capturing a photo of a moment in
time.

Above: I am about to dispatch that little red ball over the fence, of course the wicket keeper has other ideas. The bowlers run up
marks are etched into the green.
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Above: The crowd watches the match as the railway continues to do its duty in the background. The timber fence around the
little cottage is made using wooden stirrers.
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In Conclusion
I hope you have enjoyed being with Veronika and I
on our journey around Veronpilly. It has indeed been
a busy day, playing cricket, travelling on the train
and exercising the camera to capture the events to
share with you. I hope that I may be able to inspire
others to have a go at creating their own layout. This
is my first attempt and I have enjoyed every part of
the process.

I would like to thank Richard for his help and
guidance that made my start in the hobby a little
easier. My dear wife Veronika, who supported and

encouraged me which helped me tremendously. I
should also say thank you to those who have taken
the time to create videos to share their skills with
beginners like me, and to the shop owners and
manufacturers who helped along the way.

After todays effort I think it is time for a counter
lunch and a nice quiet ale at the Railway Hotel.
Later this afternoon I will have to go over to the
farm and give Johnno a hand to get old Bessy out of
the dam. Johnno is convinced that horse was a
marine creature in another life as she spends so
much time in the water.



Australia’s Blue Lake in Mt Gambier South Australia

The first thing you are asking is “What is a
Caldera?” The more geologically literate of you will
know that it is a volcanic crater that is formed when
the top of a volcano collapses in on itself.In areas of
high rainfall or high water tables lakes form in the
craters over centuries and in the drier areas a basin
effect occurs.

The photo above is Crater Lake in Oregon USA.
The volcano plug is made of harder rock and has
formed an island as the lighter rocks have eroded
away over the years. Sandy beaches from the
erosion of the sides of the volcano also occur.

In Australia, one of the more famous calderas is the
Mount Gambier Blue Lake in South-east South
Australia and one of the most profitable is the
Argyle Diamond Mine in Western Australia that was
an extinct volcano. Both photos shown here are a
good example of the elements that were used to
create Crater Lakes.

Why a caldera as a concept?
I chose to model a caldera so that I could include
several of my Magnorail circuits in both water and
land environments, also incorporating a small HOe
train track on the layout. I do not consider myself a
master modeller, I believe that a creative flair for
thinking outside the box can create an interesting
layout. The aim was to create a credible multi-level
layout that can capture people’s imagination with
loads of action. The design includes a roadway cut
into the high side of the volcano’s wall, looking
down on a lake with a small island (the volcano
plug) connected via a bridge with a tourist railway
along the volcano’s lower edge, bringing tourists
from the city to the station at the main beach.
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Clyde Humphries describes his new layout using Magnorail



Above: The Extruded foam used in this project comes in a variety of thicknesses. I have chosen the 50mm which is quite
strong. Two pieces are required to cover the length of the table as seen here.
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The groundwork for the layout
As with my previous layouts, I used an old
Officeworks fold up trestle table that measures
1500mm x 700mm (6’x 2’3”approx). The reason
behind using this table is that it fits perfectly in my
trailer or in my wife’s station wagon and with
castors on the legs, I can unload it and wheel it into
exhibitions with a minimum of fuss. Using this
method makes setting up at shows very quick and
easy.

My material of choice for most of the scenery and
baseboard is Knauf Multi-use Foam Board which I
purchased from my local Bunnings store. This
product is available in most Bunnings stores
Australia wide and may be available from other
hardware stores. I use the thicker sized board which
is quite durable and allows for the routing of tracks
for the Magnorail drive belt.

The lower embankment of Crater Lake was formed
using Woodland Scenics Subterrain to give a level
base for the N scale track that HOe scale locos use.
After drawing the layout onto the foam board and
laying out the track to check that it all fits, I routed
out the Magnorail channelling to form a snug fit
giving me a perfectly flat surface to work with.

The higher rear crater wall carried the upper vehicle
road which was bonded to the layout base with
assembly adhesive and screwed into uprights to
stabilise the structure all using the foam board
which makes the layout incredibly light but also
quite strong.

As the Magnorail system is so flexible, I was able to
incorporate four separate operating sections into the
Crater Lake layout.



The sections that make up the overall layout

The First Section was the roadway carrying all sorts
of vehicles that appear from a tunnel high in the
crater wall and disappear through another tunnel. It
is possible to run a variety of vehicles on this
section of the layout to create interest.

The Second Section was the bridge that goes out to
the island. It is on this bridge that cyclists can be
seen pedalling their bicycles and enjoying the
scenery.

The Third Section was the lake itself where
speedboats with skiers and jet skis zip around the
course having a great time.

The Fourth Section is for the sedate boating
enthusiast. The yachts and sailboards move around
the lake course at a more serene speed.

The combination of movement and action at various

speeds in different environments is a visual feast for
the viewing public. To further enhance the MAGIC
you can simply have vehicles leave the layout and
reappear at another point. The benefit of going off
scene like this is that vehicles can be changed on the
top road, as well as the bicycles coming off the
island.

To add to the overall visual feast the inclusion of an
HOe track around the front perimeter was a way of
adding another dimension. I did initially plan a full
loop with the train disappearing into the crater wall
and reappearing at the other end. Unfortunately,
because of the limited space behind the crater wall -
about 70cm (3”) I could not get the train track past
the bicycle segment as it would require either one or
the other to be raised 8cm to allow a pass over or
under the intersection of the two systems.

The other reason for HOe scale is that it operates on
N scale track which allowed a tighter radius to
navigate the sharp corners of my small layout.
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The compromise was a point to point track with the
train operated by a Viessman controller that allows
auto reversing and timing of sequences and speed of
the train. The train disappears to the right of the
viewers where it can have 30-60 seconds delay, or
longer if I wish, so that there is anticipation for
those watching over a period of time for its
reappearance but also a surprise for those new to the
view.

Airport West Hobbies Victoria supplied two of the
three HOe Roco locos used on the layout and have
assisted with repair and maintenance where needed.
A loose piece of ballast ground one loco to a halt
and I was not confident enough to open up the
engine casing with all its miniscule gears and cogs.
Kev fromAWH completed the repair and a lesson
was learnt to keep vacuuming the track especially
between shows as jogging around in a trailer tends
to loosen those little bits and pieces you assume are
secure!

Building the layout
It must be remembered that this is a small baseboard
measuring 1500x700mm and there was some
preliminary work laying out the design to make sure
everything would fit.

The next stage was to use a router to cut all the
channelling for the Magnorail. A word of warning
about this step, you must wear a respirator mask and
eye protection as the dust is very fine. Once this was
completed I inserted the track and ran tests to ensure
everything went smoothly. The trick with Magnorail
is to ensure that the chain is not too slack nor too
tight. It does require fine tuning but you have a
variety of chain lengths to get the right balance.

For heavy load or long sections, I used two motors
which are speed synced by the Magnorail company.
The motor boats and vehicles have higher torque
fast motors wired in parallel to controllers behind
the scenes whilst the bicycles and yachts have
medium speed motors for more sedate to brisk
operation. Magnorail also sell a boat set with a slow
motor, which is more suited to barges, rafts, ferries,
longboats and fishing boats as they will move at a
more realistic cruising speed.
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The photos above, show routing the channel for the magnorail drive unit. You must wear suitable protective equipment
when doing this, including a respirator mask and eye protection. The use of Woodland Scenics Subterrain as a base for the
narrow gauge railway is evident here in the early stages of building the layout.

Above: Laying out the magnorail to get the design finalised. I have drawn around the shape which will be a guide for
routing the base to fit the Magnorail components.

Above: Final assembly of the Magnorail components, once everything is in place the unit is test run to check all is running
correctly
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Having completed all the Magnorail System and
trackwork I took to scenery for the layout.

I stress in all my YouTube videos that I am not a
master modeller and the methods I use may not be
those of some who are perfectionists in the hobby.
In reality I am happy with my achievements and the
support and positive feedback from show patrons
makes it all worthwhile.

The cliff and rock faces are very simply created with
crumpled up paper and plaster bandage finished off

with a wash of coloured plaster of paris. The wash
fills the small holes and gaps that the bandage may
leave. I should have wet down the base more to get
better bonding between the two mediums though as
there were some dry patches that peeled off when
knocked in transit but this is the learning curve that
is such a big part of our hobby. Once the paint is dry
I used dry pastels to put some streaks down the cliff
face showing mineralisation and water stains. A
light dusting of static grass on ledges just finished it
off and, I am quite happy with the final result.

Showing the stages in creating the rock wall for Crater Lakes. Using crumpled paper to build up the wall after which the
plaster bandage is applied to the whole surface. Once dry the area is coated with a plaster wash to fill any gaps in the
surface. This method is very quick, inexpensive and with a little weathering looks the part.
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The Magnorail system works purely on the
attraction of magnets in a moving track under the
road bed or in this case the lake bed as well.
The track magnets are cube shaped extremely strong
Neodymium rare earth magnets that are engineered to
fit perfectly in the plastic chain links. Any unit
placed on the surface with an embedded magnet/s,
will be attracted to the track magnet underneath and
dragged around at whatever the speed of the chain
motor is running at.
The thinner the roadbed medium, the more effective
the magnetism is, but it also needs to be robust to
cope with the friction from below and the vehicles
above.

The lake bed I use (and sell on my website) is a
0.33mm embossed PVC plastic sheet. The
embossing comes in three styles but I use the small
indentations which are HO scale and actually look
as though the surface glistens under artificial and
natural lighting. I spray painted the underside with a
range of blues. Starting with a pale blue around the
beach areas and deepening the colour almost to
black to indicate deep cold water. I have a video on
the pre-paint preparation so the paint does not peel
off underneath. Of course, having coloured paper
underneath would be just as effective as well. This is
more effective than two pack or epoxy surfaces that
collect dust but also act as mirrors reflecting
lighting.

For the roadbeds I print the road surface on matt
photo paper then I matt laminate them, giving me a
thin surface but also the colour and pattern of my
choice.

The matt laminate also makes it easy to clean-up
any surface marks just using methylated spirits. You
do not want to use anything that leaves a residue
that will make the bicycles central wheel slip.

I use an eye dropper to wet down the sand for
beaches and ballast with a water thinned PVA glue
and a dash of washing up liquid. I found the
playground sand from Bunnings is a perfect HO
scale due to its fineness and colour. I also colour the
glue mixture when ballasting which gives some
uniformity to the trackwork.



I often run a Push/Pull set on the track as they fit
perfectly into the station and I can adjust the speed
and slowdown dials on the Viessman controller so
that the loco and carriages just glide to a halt.

The vehicles on the top road are HO scale and vary
from light weight plastic to British die-casts, but the
system can move wheeled vehicles from Z, TT, N,
OO and O with minimal alterations. Even novelty
items such as my triceratops on wheels zips around
every so often to the delight of the eagle-eyed
children.

Whilst Magnorail supplies their sliders to attach
vehicles, I tend to use magnets directly attached to
the chassis or underbody section It also eliminates
the drag of the slider on the road or lake bed.

With boats I recess a magnet into the hull then use
some stick-on velour, also from Bunnings craft
section, that reduces friction and results in smoother
running. The skiers and sailboards have micro
magnets attached to them and painted to blend in
with their surface.

In Summary
Crater Lakes has been fun to build and even more
enjoyable to exhibit at shows. The constant action
on the layout thanks to the Magnorail system
attracts a large audience and an endless supply of
questions that I enjoy answering. It is always a
learning curve creating a layout such as this and we
often think of new ideas and additions to improve
the layout, but that is the joy of model railways. You
can find more information about this layout and
magnorail by visiting my youtube channel
klatchco56

The above photo shows the partially completed layout at the 2019 Grampian Model Railroaders Exhibition. The various
stages of producing the rock faces were easily shown at this stage to enquiring viewers.
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WANTTOMAKEA BACKDROP FORYOUR LAYOUT? THISWILLGETYOUSTARTED

This Issue, I want to start analysing what some of
us model and why and how with buildings and
backdrops we can evoke some of the memories we
have of places we have been to.

YOUR OWN HISTORY ... IN BACK DROPS!
In my first year at College, I had saved up
enough... just enough... to travel to Canada. It
was unfortunately one of the coldest winters in
living history! Entering a place called Yorkton in
Saskatchewan on a bus, I spotted a reminder of
home in the form of a G8. I had no idea that it
existed!

Fig 1 When is a Victorian T class not a Victorian
T? When it is a Canadian G8. Note the low light
levels and shadows... about 12 midday and 4 days
out of Australia Dec 8 1976! Interestingly this G8
is slightly shorter and (as far as I know) slightly
lighter than the Australian version unlike other
examples of North American motive power.

While the bus was stopped for the hour or so, I set
off in the direction I saw this “apparition” from
home and photographed it - in minus 25C. The
cold really started to overtake me on the trip back
to the bus depot. Arctic winds are indescribably
cold and I saw my own breath turned to ice drops
during the walk back. And I had a number of
people staring at me looking in disbelief while I
spent the best part of 20 minutes thawing out!

Fast forward to about 13 or 14 years ago, I built a
simple exhibition layout to demonstrate a work in
progress complete with a town done with Trainz
building fronts as part of the backdrop. That
layout still exists although it is now in storage. It
was a British themed layout intended as a tribute
to a passed friend, based on a section of his room
sized layout. The backdrop houses were updated
after the first exhibition. Those houses appeared as
they would in mid winter in England... at about
10pm!.

When I became aware of Google Earth, one
exercise I went on was a virtual walk in the town
of Yorkton to see where I went and what the rest
of the town looked like. The first thing that hit me
was how far I actually walked on that freezing
day. I must have been crazy! For nearly 40 years I
have been using a Canadian theme for my railway
and I needed a backdrop for what was a fiddle
yard to my home layout.

So “revisiting” Yorkton on Google Earth, I have
taken screen dumps of that street taken in a more
hospitable summer as I “walked” down it. The
fiddle yard is now gone from my layout’s present
location since we moved 3 years ago. However I
will apply the “dumps” on another backdrop
representing a generic Canadian Main St behind
my intermediate station.

I do not remember much of those buildings on the
way to shoot that lone G8. At the time I was more
interested to get some warmth. But again I have a
reminder of that walk back facing the wind... Brrr!

AND FORMAKING BACKDROPS?
If you are going to make a scene, you can take the
Biblical approach and create sky and firmament
first and make a simple backdrop. Select and cut a
piece of foam core or plywood to suit your area.

The area I want to cover for my layout is 1200mm/
4 ft long. You can then paint it a sky blue colour.
You will be surprised how much depth that a plain
blue sky alone will give your scene and it will be a
vast improvement over a bare wall. A reasonable
quality poster paint will be more than adequate.
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If you need to keep your work area clean, you could
use appropriately coloured ticket card. However I
think that it may look artificial when compared to
lightening the blue slightly with white as you go
further down the board. To make that variation of
colour, use a recycled plastic container such as a
margarine or yoghurt tub as you would a “palette”.

Start by painting the top of your backdrop with
your sky blue which you have previously put into
the said container. As you go down say about a
quarter of the way, add a little white to the mix,
thoroughly stir it in and paint in the next area,
making sure that you overlap but not overtakethe
previously applied blue.

It will only take literally a drop or two to get the
distance effect. About halfway, add another drop and
repeat and repeat again about the three quarter mark.
Poster paint is cheap enough that if you feel you
have made a “mistake”, you can go over the sky area
again. When you are happy with the result and it
appears right in your layout’s lighting levels, put the
backdrop in place.

LETSMAKEABUILDING FRONT...
We have a couple of choices here. You can...
1. Use a photo of a building that you have taken
yourself. If you go down this path, take your
views as squarely on as you possibly can.

2. Use a photo that you can download from the
Internet from any number of sources. As long
as you do not distribute pictures to others or
commercialise them in any way, this will be
OK.

3. You could draw a simple building using Paint,
Word, any number of drawing packages. If
necessary, use a picture to work from to get
your proportions “correct”.

By “correct” that would mean the heights of doors
and windows from floors relative to people using
them, And it is as simple as drawing blocks and
straight lines – no real artistic talent required!

OK SO HOW IS IT DONE?
Simple buildings are exactly that… simple! Think
about many modern buildings and they can be
reduced to basic shapes, particularly cubes and
blocks.

This has been a trend since the early 1960’s or so, so
you will have a fair band of eras you can model
using buildings of this basic shape in many locations
in many countries you are likely to model.

For my office work, I use both Google Mail’s
cloud drive and Open/Libre Office programs. Both
of these have excellent drawing programs and
elements such as windows and doors can be
manipulated after insertion. And there is no
expenditure involved with either program.

Either print it out on single A4 sticker paper or
make the fronts into a large photograph and print it
at a photo printer of your choice. Using Googles
Drawing Program, lets draw a simple rectangle as
in Figure 1. This might be subject to change later if
we feel our proportions are not quite right.

Fig 2. The first rectangular block

We will then add a simple roof rectangular outline
block in Fig 3.

Fig. 3 A simple Rectangle makes our roof line.

From here we will just show the drawing without
the whole screen. Figure 4 shows three simple
lines drawn across what is effectively a fascia of
the building front we are making to represent ribs
and corrugations or corrugations. Simple lines
will give us a believable roof line.

Fig. 4 The lines represent metal corrugations
typical of roof lines in buildings around the world.
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Finally we can add windows, doors and signs if
and as you want to the building to start to give it “
signs of life” as in Fig 5.

Fig. 5 While it is difficult to see, these windows
were taken from photos of real buildings which
will give it a hint of “life” in the model world.

Pictures taken of real doors or windows are best
where you can take sections of any pictures you
take and manipulate the shape and placement.

However, be careful when you are taking those
pictures that you do not get a “stereo” image of
yourself taking pictures in all the windows. This
could be embarrassing in the larger scales.

If the building is intended to be in the distance as it
will be on my layout, you could judiciously add
images of cars or people, overlay the building with
tiles or personalise signage to include family
members. After all it will be on YOUR Layout!

Fig 6 A dark grey concrete footpath/ sidewalk has
been placed and a car image stuck to the front and
reversed to represent a Left Hand Drive vehicle.

The car shown is about 4.5 metres or about 15 ft
long, the full length of the vehicle will be nearly
52mm in HO scale. So ANY distance away means
that the car must be smaller.

From across our street, my own car, also 4.5
metres long can be fitted into to sight of a 300mm
rule at arms length over a distance of 10-11
metres. Assuming the vehicle shown in Fig 5 is
across a “standard” street, the length of the car will
become about 3-4mm when printed.

The rest of the building will scale with it when I
apply it to the backdrop. Such measurements are
necessary to keep our layouts believable.

This is intended as a backdrop building but there is
no reason why it could not become a 3D projection.
I am a great fan of foam core partly because the
supply from my friendly picture framer is plentiful
and free – and it saves landfill!

If I treat the images of the car and the building as
being two separate entities, a careful cutout and
sticking onto a piece of foam core or thicker card
cut to the shape of those items will make…
1. The building stand out from the sky and…
2. The car stand out from the building.

If you have pictures of hills and mountains, you
could also make these 3D so that they stand out
against the sky using foam core or card.

Foam core does come in a couple of thicknesses but
the core is most often white. Get the thinnest you
can, or use thicker card. Some lightly applied Black
(not glossy) or deep grey paint over those edges will
give the sense of depth as well as being easier to
handle. A good thing about mounting these images
in this way is that mistakes in placement and
location are very easily corrected.

SO PLACING THE BACKDROP…
Your sky if painted n the gradient suggested earlier
will look something like this with the building
attached

Fig. 7 Using a 3D version with the shop and car
would assist in getting the perspective right. The
white areas around the building will actually be cut
out

In the next workshop, we will work through making
and modifying our building into a stand alone
structure. Also how to make a back scene using a
camera for realistic scenes and modifying pictures
of buildings to make layout friendly structures.

See you next issue
Trevor
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An advertisement from the 1920’s promoting Father and Son interaction on
Christmas morning with Lionel Model Trains.
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I remember the good old days of model railroading
when our scenery was a handful of dyed wood
shavings chucked on to a mix of paint and PVA glue
and a few trees that looked like bottle brushes with
some…yep you guessed it, dyed wood shavings
chucked on to it. We shouldn’t forget that wonderful
invention of dyed and glycerine soaked lichen that I
think came from the forests of Europe and looked
like bushes, it didn’t look all that bad but it was
difficult to glue down effectively and every time I
used the vacuum cleaner on the layout I would
spend the next two days recovering all the lichen
from the dust bag and trying to wash it.

All these things were part of our hobby and we have
all experienced them in some way or other. I recall
purchasing a bag of coloured wood shavings that
were quite fine and the salesman saying that this was
the latest product and would give realistic grass
effects. I got home and couldn’t wait to try this new
product out and I had just the place for it, I carefully
laid down a thin layer of PVA and then started to
sprinkle the ‘grass’ over the surface. Well it was
definitely a fine powder and it seemed to get
everywhere including up my nose which started a
sneezing fit that seemed to spread the stuff further
afield, some did hit the target and I know that
because the PVA turned green sucking the living
colour out of the wood shavings.

A trip back to the shop and it was suggested that I
put the powder down on the board and then gently
spray it with a water, detergent and PVAmix, that
should work I thought and I purchased a suitable
spray bottle and decided to give it another go. It all
started well but then things seemed to wrong, I
pulled the trigger on the spray bottle and I am sure
that the PVAmix shot from the nozzle with a speed
close to terminal velocity resulting in everything
within a six mile radius of ground zero being
effectively flocked with fine green powder. Locos,
rolling stock, buildings and even the cat who was
asleep on the chair needed a good cleaning before
they were eventually returned to their respective
places, mind you the cat is noticeable by his absence
these days.

You have to admit that there have
been some great advances in the hobby over the
years especially in the field of glues. We started out
with simple things like PVA and Tarzan’s grip and
who could forget Clag, believe me that name is

appropriate. My first cardboard model was built
using superquick brick paper and I decided to use
Clag to apply the paper to the cardboard, well, there
was an exercise. The glue pot came with it’s own
brush applicator which I thought was great idea until
I saw it, approximately the size of a witches broom
it was most likely designed to apply half a bottle of
glue in one flick of the wrist which would have been
ok if you were trying to build a carport for the
Kingswood using old corn flakes packets but it was
a bit over the top for scale modelling.

The sensible approach would be to buy a more
suitable brush for the job and that was found at the
local art supplies, a flat bristled brush with soft hair
had to be the answer..or so I thought. Everything
laid out ready for glue….check…..brush at
hand…check.. ..glue pot ready…..check, carefully
dip brush into glue and remove from pot..aaagggh,
there it was hanging on the end of the brush about
2kgs of thick claggy glue, damn I thought, this
won’t work. Another sojourn to my local hobby
shop and it was suggested that using PVAwould
probably be better.

I poured some PVA into an old saucer and carefully
brushed an even coat all over the cardboard. I put
the brush in a glass of water, and then picked up the
brick paper sheet and making sure that it was lined
up I layed the sheet onto the card and thought that
was much easier, of course I then discovered that the
PVA had dried out before I got the paper to it,
except for one little patch that just had to different
and held the paper with such aggression that when I
removed the brick paper for a second attempt a
distinct hole was left where I did not want one.

My favourite in the glue arsenal
would have to be Instant Super Glue the invention
of the twentieth century that was promoted in
television advertising as being able to glue anything.
Like many other modellers I saw this as the best
thing that a railway modeller could ever have and
ventured off to buy some. It is an amazing quirk of
the television age that consumables of any type
always appeared larger in the ads and such is the
case with Instant Super Glue. When the product was
laid on the counter I looked at it and wondered if the
salesman was having a go at me but to my
amazement that tiny little tube with a lid three times
the size of the vessel that was supposed to contain
the magic solution was indeed the real deal.

TOM BOYD TAKES A HUMOROUS LOOK BACK AT OUR HOBBY
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Being a fairly practical bloke I asked the salesman
how they managed to get anything into such a small
container and the guy shook his head and politely
asked for $12.00, I won’t go into the dialogue that
transpired from that point forward but it was
colourful.

It is important to point out that this was at a time
when fuel was 35c litre and a hamburger and chips
would set you back about $1.50. Needless to say I
bought the super glue and have to be honest I was
pretty happy with the results until that fateful day I
left it sitting on the bench without the lid on and the
glue took that as an opportunity to escape which it
did all over my cutting board. My first mistake was
to reach over and pick up the tube just as the phone
rang, I picked up the phone..”Yeah mate, hang on
I’ll grab a pen” that feels sticky I thought as I
grabbed the bic ballpoint from the bench..”Yeah
mate, I’ll see you there later”.. Then I tried to hang
up the phone..that didn’t work…I then reached over
with my other hand to see if I could free my grip on
the phone only to find that the biro had taken up
permanent residence and wasn’t about to leave, my
immediate reaction was something like golly gosh
what should I do now?

Thank goodness the Missus is calm in these
situations and she disconnected the phone from the
wall and then asked me to hold it, what with I
wondered, she bundled us all in the Kingswood and
off to the ambulance station, what a sight that must
have been, me the telstra phone three meters of
cable a bic biro and “I’m stuck on you” playing on
the car radio. So, how is it that Instant Super Glue is

always instant when you touch it but not so instant
when you are trying to glue two fiddly little parts
together? It’s one of life’s mysteries.
I did enjoy visiting the model railway shows and
here in BrisVegas our best one used to be the AMRA
show at the Exhibition grounds. Amongst all these
amazing displays resided some of the most
respected railway modellers around and their
experience and advise was always well sought after.
For the most part the majority of these doyens of the
hobby were happy to impart their knowledge on the
unsuspecting novice using words and phrases that
had me nodding my head in the hope that it made
me look as if I understood what they were saying.

Time moves on and we all gain so much from our
trials and tribulations in this hobby of ours. What
did occur to me the other day is how much of all this
experience is now being lost because everything can
be bought ready to go, buildings, locos, rolling
stock, you name it everything is being made for us
in China and we don’t need to learn how to put a kit
together or how to read a plan or super detail a
model. I wonder what sort of things we will be
reading about in the future, perhaps how much fun
we had opening a cardboard box and sitting a model
in place on the layout or perhaps replacing a fiddley
bit that fell off a model.

You can call me old but I have enjoyed my journey
in this hobby and I have amassed an incredible
amount of skill in things I never imagined I would
ever learn and I still look at cardboard boxes with a
view as to what I could make out of it not what I got
out out of it.

PN003 sits quietly in a loop at the Bundaberg Railway Station Photo: R L Taylor
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PROTOTYPE PAGE
Echuca Railway station was opened on September 19,

1864. A branch line was run to the wharf at Echuca creating a
major transport hub. A dual gabled roof goods shed opposite
the station would have been a busy place in its heyday.

The site has the remnants of a substantial yard and a
three road locomotive depot. A walk around the yard was a
voyage of discovery with some dilapidated wagons and a
steam loco seemingly abandoned to the elements. Of interest
was the large yard crane built by Stothart and Pitt, engineers
in Melbourne. Sadly the crane is also suffering the ravages of
time.

Photos: Copyright R L Taylor 2009
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ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS WITH US

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SUPPORTERS IN AUSTRALIA AND
AROUND THE WORLD.

WE MUST ALSO THANK THOSE WHO HAVE HELPED TO FUND
THE MAGAZINE AND OUR ADVERTISERS. WITHOUT THEIR

SUPPORT WE WOULD BE UNABLE TO CONTINUE.

TO ALL WHO HAVE TAKEN THE TIME TO CONTRIBUTE ARTICLES
AND SHARE THEIR LAYOUTS AND EXPERIENCE WE THANK YOU

AS YOUR EFFORTS HELP TO MAKE THIS MAGAZINE.

ON A PERSONAL NOTE I HAVE TO THANK TREVOR GIBBS AND
HIS LOVELY WIFE VIVIEN FOR THEIR HELP.

MAY YOU ALL ENJOY A PEACEFUL, SAFE AND MERRY
CHRISTMAS.

info@railmodelleraustralia.com
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